
MARKET POTENTIAL FOR PACKAGED WATER INDUSTRY

Bottled water market is expected to reach $ mn by , expanding at a CAGR of %. Sparkling water & carbonated water are
launched in the market.

Apart from increasing awareness levels for greater intake of water among prosperous parts of the world, the
bottled water market also stands to gain impetus from growing popularity of carbonated water. Nestle Waters
was the largest competitor in the bottled water market in , followed by Danone, Hangzhou Wahaha Group Co.
Meanwhile, the first quarter of saw AMDK sales reach 5. To provide detailed analysis of the market structure
along with forecast of the various segments and sub-segments of the global Bottled Water Market. While the
others distribution channels are providing for the most prominent chunk of demand, grocery stores and
supermarkets are other two key categories that stay ahead in the near future. The sustainable future of
functional or value-added water will rely on the ability of this product to hydrate, refresh and, offer a
value-added function that enhances its sale-ability. The vastly populated region of Asia Pacific had two of the
most promising emerging economies in China and India, whose urban populations are the key targets of the
vendors operating in this market. The government guarantees that current licenses will not be terminated until
they expire, and that this will also pertain to licenses still being processed. The sales of bottled water have
recently surpassed soft drinks sales in the United States and the bottled water sector is thus a leading horse
prompting companies to invest and expand their functional offerings. Your premium period will expire in 0
day s close x. It also analyses the market share of the global bottled water market by each distribution channel
and product types. Key categories of providers covered in the report are bottled water suppliers,
manufacturers, and a list of major retailers and raw material suppliers. Although majority of bottled water
available in retail space is fortified with minerals, the global market for functional water is set to witness
evolution in terms of ingredients that are added to increase the overall value, resulting in premiumised
offering. Volume-wise, there will be an estimated demand of  As per the report, micronutrients hold  The
analyst of the report has notified that there will be a demand for  To understand key trends, Download Sample
Report North America Held the Maximum Share in the Market In developed economies like the US and
Canada, functional water is constantly becoming a major commercial and popular beverage category, as it is
an appealing option for health-conscious consumers. Buoyed by a market with great potential for rapid
growth, more and more companies are keen to get into the bottled water business. The director general of
water resources at the Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing confirmed that the government would
propose a new law that is deemed able of accommodating all parties involved. Convenience of consumption
and its effect on human nutrition are the factors that are increasing the demand of the market. This figure alone
represented  Companies such as Danone S. The market is segmented by ingredient and distribution channel.
Distributors in the bottled water industry charge commissions on the products depending on several factors
such as availability, pricing and relationship with the bottled water companies. The new products offering
functional benefits, better taste and convenience are preferred by consumers. The report aims to offer updates
on trends, drivers, restraints, value forecasts, and opportunities for manufacturers operating in the global
bottled water market. On the other hand, environmental impact of plastic bottles and stringent government
regulations are a few restraints obstructing the bottled water market from attaining a stronger growth rate. To
identify the key elements and factors that encourage or obstruct the growth of the market. Companies
operating in the bottled water market are coming up with ecofriendly packaging materials as well as providing
for adequate recycling.


